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PLAYING 
  THE GAME

HOW IT WORKS
Three Card Sabotage is a stud poker game played 
with a 52-card deck that features head-to-head play 
against the dealer. The player ’s three-card poker 
hand against the dealer ’s best poker hand. You are 
eligible to win an additional bonus payout that’s 
based on the value of your three-card poker hand.  
Three Card Sabotage also features the optional 
Pair PlusSM wager.

GETTING STARTED
Make the required ante wager to play against the 
dealer. You may also make the Pair Plus wager.

WINNING AND LOSING
At this point the dealer will turn over the four cards 
and make their best three-card poker hand.  The 
dealer will then turn over the Sabotage cards. If one 
or both of the Sabotage cards match the rank of any 
cards in the dealer ’s hand, the dealer must remove 
those cards from their hand and play with less than 
four cards. The dealer will then turn over the player ’s 
cards and compare their hand against the player ’s. If 
you hand beats the dealer ’s hand the ante and play 
bets pay 1 to 1. If the dealer ’s hand beats your hand, 
the ante and play bets lose. 

ANTE BONUS
If you do not fold the ante and make play wager, you 
may win a bonus payout even if the dealer ’s hand 
beats your hand. Payouts are based on the amount 
wagered on the ante. See pay table for odds.

PAIR PLUS
The Pair Plus wager wins if your three-card poker hand 
contains a pair or better.  See pay table for odds.



Three Card Sabotage also offers a progressive bonus 
bet that is described in the progressive jackpot rules 
of the game.

PAIR PLUS

Hand Pays

Straight Flush 40 to 1

Three of a Kind 30 to 1

Straight 6 to 1

Flush 3 to 1

Pair 1 to 1

ANTE BONUS

Hand Pays

Mini Royal 25 to 1

Straight Flush 10 to 1

Three of a Kind 5 to 1

Straight 2 to 1


